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such as price and brand as filters to their product search 1.
While both industry and academia are producing novel
means of supporting users in browsing, comparing, and
evaluating information, the challenge remains in selecting
the best features for an effective search interface.

ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a practitioners guide on how to
apply a new inspection framework that evaluates search
interfaces for their support of different searcher types. Vast
amounts of money are being invested into search, and so it
is becoming increasingly important to identify problems in
design early, while it is relatively cheap to rectify them. The
inspection method presented here can be applied quickly to
early prototypes, as well as existing systems, and goes
beyond other inspection methods, like Cognitive
Walkthroughs, to produces rich analyses, including the
support provided for different search tactics and user types.
The guide is presented as a detailed example, assessing a
previously unevaluated search interface: the Tabulator, and
so also provides design recommendations for improving it.
We conclude with a summary of the benefits of the
evaluation framework, and discuss our plans for future
enhancements.

As vast amounts of money are being invested into search,
and it is widely accepted that the sooner usability problems
are found, the quicker and cheaper they are to rectify, there
is a clear demand for understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of designs before too many resources are
invested in developing them. While early design
evaluations, such as Heuristic Evaluation and Cognitive
Walkthroughs, have been shown to discover a high number
of general usability problems, our own research has focused
on evaluating search interfaces particularly for their support
of known information seeking tactics. Using a similar
methodology to Cognitive Walkthroughs, this inspection
framework encourages evaluators to systematically
question a user’s ability to carry out 32 different tactics
with each search feature of an interface. Unlike Cognitive
Walkthroughs, however, the process produces three simple
graphs that represent: 1) the amount of support for search
provided by each feature, 2) the amount of support provided
for each search tactic, and 3) the amount of support
provided for different types of users, such as experts with
clear goals and unsure novices.
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INTRODUCTION

While previous publications explain how this framework
has been generated from of two models of information
seeking, and validated [17], the aim of this paper is to
provide a practitioners guide to applying the framework, in
the same vein as the guides produced for Cognitive
Walkthroughs [15] and GOMS [6]. Combined with online
materials, described in the discussion section below, this
guide will support evaluators working on new search
software in understanding how new designs differ in their
support for information seeking. Like the Streamlined
Cognitive Walkthrough, presented by Spencer [11], the
framework has a fixed scope and so is fast to apply,
identifying weaknesses in support for different search
tactics and different user types in a matter of hours. Among

Search pervades our digital environments. We search for
files on our computers, numbers in our phones, resources
on corporate intranets, information on the web, and
products on websites, to name a few. Yet it has been shown
that a number of scenarios, including vertical search
(within-website search, such as for products at
Walmart.com), would benefit from more interactive search
methods that support alternative means to the simple
keyword search model [16]. Even Google has added facets
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the benefits of the approach is in being able to see for
whom the interface might be difficult to use, and with the
other graphs, where the interface may be poorly designed to
cause any lack of support. Further, when applied to multiple
designs, the analyses allow a direct comparison of their
strengths and weaknesses.
In the paper below, we first present related work focusing
on evaluation during the early phases the design. This is
then followed by a brief overview of the inspection-based
evaluation framework to highlight its unique benefits
against other optional methods. Following this overview,
the majority of the paper focuses on a detailed example of
applying the framework to a search interface. As stated
above, the focus of this paper is a practitioner’s guide on
how to apply the framework. The example application
focuses on a new browser for linked data: the Tabulator,
which has yet to receive usability evaluation [3]. A further
contribution of the paper, therefore, is to present the
analysis of the Tabulator, but the reason of presenting the
analysis is as a guide on how to use the results produced by
the framework. We conclude with design recommendations
for the Tabulator, discuss the future developments planned
for the framework, and recount the benefits of the approach.
RELATED WORK

It is widely accepted that usability assessments should be
part of the entire design process, starting even before
requirements are gathered [14], with techniques such as
Ethnographic observation [4]. It has been known for some
time now that large amounts of resources can be saved by
finding usability problems towards the start of the
development cycle. Bosert, for example, showed that early
evaluation of usability can reduce the development lifecycle by up to 50% [5]. Further, Lederer and Pressad [9]
showed that, while 63% of development projects over-run,
the top four reasons were all related to unforeseen usability
issues. Consequently, a number of techniques have been
developed that allow early prototype designs of software to
be assessed for their usability. While some methods, such
as rapid low-level prototyping [12], allow early designs to
be evaluated by participants, Cognitive Walkthroughs [15]
and Heuristic Evaluations [10] allow interfaces to be
evaluated by the designers alone.
Cognitive Walkthroughs [15] allow evaluators to
systematically step through example scenarios of use,
usually provided by Hierarchical Task Analysis [7], asking
with each action four simple questions including: does the
user understand that a certain function is available, and does
the user receive feedback about their action. This approach
has been shown identify around 80% of usability problems
and can be applied to early designs, and without the need of
study participants. More recently a Streamlined Cognitive
Walkthrough [11] method was proposed, based upon the
experiences of using the Cognitive Walkthrough method
within real software development environments. The
streamline
method
advocates,
among
several

recommendations, focusing on key usage scenarios to save
time, and for postponing the discussion of redesign until
after the evaluation is complete.
While Cognitive Walkthroughs focus on the learnability of
an interface, in terms of how easily a user might learn how
to use it, Heuristic Evaluations focus on comparing an
interface design with several recognized usability principles
[10]. Although often considered to be fairly informal, the
process is widely used to make sure that simple errors,
based around known usability principles, do not hinder the
design and development process. Heuristics include:
consistency, feedback, providing short cuts, clear error
messages, and using clear and natural language.
While both of these methods encourage evaluators to
emulate predicted scenarios of use, they do not analyze the
functionality of the interface for how it allows users to
achieve their goals. Instead, these methods focus on
whether the means provided to achieve goals are clearly
and simply designed. One benefit of methods such as
Heuristic Evaluations and Cognitive Walkthroughs,
therefore, is that they are sufficiently generic that they can
apply to all user interfaces.
Another method that focuses on evaluating interfaces for
how they support users in achieving their goals is GOMS
[6], standing for Goals, Operations (user actions), Methods,
and Selection rules. The aim is to analyze software for a
specific set of goals, the operations available, the methods
used to achieve the goals, and the selection criteria for
choosing different methods of achieving the same goal.
Largely, however, this method requires working software to
be evaluated, and requires a detailed understand of specific
tasks and working practices. GOMS was used, for example,
to estimate that a new call-center workstation was less
efficient, by 3%, for the tasks carried out by the staff. The
model found that the new software was too rigid and
reduced staff utility of waiting time. While this sort of
finding can’t be achieved through Cognitive Walkthroughs,
the method is very complicated, does not consider different
types of users [13], and doesn’t evaluate the functionality of
the interface, only the usability of its functions. The
framework presented here, however, is much more lightweight, can be applied at earlier stages of design, and
assesses the functionality for different types of searchers.
With the intention of evaluating a more specific set of
interfaces, in this case for search, we have designed an
evaluation framework that can be applied in a similar way
to Cognitive Walkthroughs, but is focused specifically on
how usable the interface is for search. Like Cognitive
Walkthroughs and Heuristic Evaluations, the framework a)
can be applied by evaluators without the need for
participants, b) can be done so with early prototype designs,
and c) can be completed within a matter of hours,
depending on the complexity and number of interfaces
being evaluated. Finally, as the framework is designed for a
more prescriptive set of interfaces, we have used
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established models of information seeking to interpret a
simple inspection approach into rich analyses. The next
section provides an overview of this approach.

summative values by both feature and tactic. Informally,
these two summative values equate to the amount of
support each feature provides during search, and the
amount of support the interface provides for each tactic.
Both are used in the generation of the graphs produced for
analysis, discussed below.

DESIGN OF EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

The evaluation framework promoted in this paper provides
means to analyze search interfaces with three graphs by
simply calculating the number of moves it takes a user to
carry out known search tactics with each part of the search
interfaces being evaluated. Before describing, in-depth, an
example application of the framework and its analyses, we
first give an overview of: the way it is applied, the way data
is recorded, and the three graphs it produces for analysis.
The purpose of such an overview is to provide context and
understanding as we progress through the example.

Overview of Analyses

The metrics calculated above are converted into three
graphs by the Excel Spreadsheet. The first graph, put
simply, provides a comparison of the interface features.
With a single browser being evaluated, the graph can
identify strong or weak aspects of the interface. Further,
when comparing multiple interfaces, the graph allows a
direct comparison between the same features implemented
in each, showing that, for example, interface A has a better
keyword search implementation than interface B, assuming
that they have different interactions rather than different
retrieval engines.

Overview of Method

An overview of the process taken in applying the
framework is to: count the number of actions a user must
take in order to achieve each search tactic (from a fixed set
of known search tactics), with each feature, of each
interface in question. ‘Each interface’ may refer to very
different interfaces that are being compared, or may refer to
multiple potential designs of a single new system. ‘Each
feature’ refers to the set of user interfaces that have been
included to support the user. ‘Search tactics’ are known
tactics that have been identified through information
seeking research, which are described in more detail in
previous work [18], and consist, for example, of tactics
such as narrowing a search, broadening a search, saving a
result, checking results found by others, and so on.

The second graph produced compares the support provided
for each search tactic. When studying a single interface, it
shows which tactics are well or poorly supported. When
comparing multiple interfaces, however, the graph allows a
direct comparison between the support provided for the
same tactic by each. This shows that, for example, interface
A is better for narrowing search than interface B.
The third graph produced by the framework, presents a
summarization of the support provided by each tactic, as the
support provided for different types of users. Different
types of users, according to the model used [2], are
identified by their previous knowledge, goals, and
familiarity with a system. The model captures 16 types of
users ranging from those who can perform efficient knownitem search to those who will be performing undirected and
exploratory search [16]. When studying a single interface,
this graph helps identify which types of users will be well
or poorly supported. When comparing multiple interfaces,
the graph tells us which interface is better or worse at
supporting each type of user. Full detail of the mapping
between user types and search tactics is described and
validated in previous work [17].

The result of applying this process is that the evaluator,
who may well also be the person designing a new system,
systematically asks the question ‘how can the user perform
this tactic with this feature’, and with every tactic and with
every feature of every interface being studied. Moves, as
the metric being counted, are taken from Bates [1] and
consist of a segmented set of both mental and physical
actions, such as choosing a search term and entering it. We
count the minimum set of actions required to achieve the
tactic with the interface feature, as we cannot predict
circumstantial or conditional cases, such as the size of a
search term that will be important to the user, or how many
search terms will be required. More discussion of using the
minimum set of actions can be found in previous work [18].

EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK

The following example application of the framework
servers two purposes. First, the detailed description of its
application to a known browser provides a clear example of
how to apply the framework. Second, the evaluation is of a
new browser for the semantic web, which has been
identified, by the authors, as having had no prior usability
assessment. This evaluation seeks to confirm the view held
by many that, although functional, the system is notably
hard to use. In confirming this, however, the paper
concludes by producing some design recommendations,
which may generalize to general semantic web UI
guidelines.

Data Entry Table

To store and analyze the results, the move-count produced
by the process method above is stored in a series of Excel
tables (one per interface being studied) with tactics listed on
the x-axis and features listed on the y-axis. The table can be
seen in Table 1 in the analysis section. While zero moves
represents no support for a tactic by a feature, the optimal
support will be one move. Consequently, positive scores are
inverted, so that a single move becomes the largest score.
The formulae in the Excel workbook can then take
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Step 1: For every interface

The first step of the framework’s application process is to
identify the browsers being evaluated. In this example
application, we are describing the evaluation, in detail, of a
single search interface: The Tabulator [3].

The Tabulator is a Semantic Web browser, designed to
embody the interactions that have been envisioned by the
future of the World Wide Web, by the Web’s own creator:
Tim Berners-Lee. Unlike the current web, made up
primarily of web pages, the Semantic Web has been
designed to be a Web of data that can be queried by either
8
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Figure 1: The Tabulator browser interface, with features highlighted in blue.
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Tactics
Tabulator
(Totals)
CHECKWEIGH
PATTERN
CORRECT
RECORD
BIBBLE
SELECT
SURVEY
CUT STRETCH
SCAFFOLD
CLEAVE
SPECIFY
EXHAUST
REDUCE
PARALLEL
PINPOINT
BLOCKSUPERSUB RELATE
NEIGHBOR
TRACEVARY FIX REARRANGE
URI Bar
2.8702381
4
6
6
7
8
6
5
4
4
6
6
6
Explorer
6.99761905
3
4
4
2
3
2
6
7
2
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
4
2
6
7
RDF Popup
1.70833333
4
3
4
4
8
8
4
Table View
3
3
6
6
6
3
6
6
2
2
Map View
5.2
5
8
8
8
3
2
8
8
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
Calendar View
4.7
5
8
8
8
3
8
8
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
Timeline View
4.7
5
8
8
8
3
8
8
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
SPARQL View 2.71803752
5
7
7
9
9
9
11
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
Predicate Required
1.75
4
4
2
4
Find All
0.5
2

Table 1: Input table showing the all values entered by carrying out the analysis of the Tabulator.

humans or computers in any combination as described by
the data itself. That is, if the data on the Semantic Web has
specific attributes and relationships, then either, and any
number of them, can be used as constraints during search.
The aim of search on such a web is not to find pages that
contain desired information, but find the information itself.
As a result of this difference, the Tabulator has also focused
its design upon the ability to both find and analyze
information. Consequently, the interface has two main
halves, the search half, and below that, the analysis half.
We now break down the Tabulator into its interface features
for step 2.

There are 5 analysis modules available (2-6), that make up
5 separate features: the table view, the map view, the
calendar view, the timeline view, and the SPARQL code
view, which allows the user to directly edit a query in the
SPARQL2 language used to retrieve from the Semantic
Web. The ‘Find All’ button passes sets of results to these
views to be displayed. In the team example above, the table
view would show four columns, with the team members’
names, dates of birth, locations and pictures. As the query
contains a location field, these can be displayed on the map
view. Multiple result sets can be shown on the map view at
once if required. Similarly, as the team member query
above has a date field, the user can show their dates of birth
in either the calendar or the timeline view, where result sets
can be combined if required. The SPARQL viewer provides
a query by example interface, allowing the user to edit the
queries that produced existing result sets, and use them to
create new queries, and thus new results sets.

Step 2: For each part of the interface

There are 8 main features of the Tabulator interface, and
two less obvious feature, which have been highlighted in
Figure 1. The foremost feature of the interface is the treebased explorer (1). Using this explorer, the user can expand
any one of the root nodes initially listed to see all of the
attribute types associated with it, and one or more of their
values (long lists are cut off and replaced with a ‘more’
button). The user can continue to navigate in this way as
long as the values reached by expansion have further
attributes to expand. As well as exploring in this way to
find specific items of information, the user can also define a
pattern and request, using the ‘Find All’ button, to see all
such values. To assert such a pattern, the user can select the
attributes and/or values in the explorer, so that they are
highlighted in green. Alt-select allows the user to select
multiple attributes or values for more complicated
examples, as shown in Figure 1.

The first unobvious feature of the interface is, in fact, the
‘Find All’ button (7), which servers to create results sets
from the patterns defined in the explorer, and pass them to
the analysis modules. As it is servers this separate function,
and is not required to explore or to analyze, it is identified
separately as a feature to be evaluated.
Another noticeable feature of the interface is the URI bar
that is permanently visible at the top of the screen (8).
Primarily, the URI bar is used to display the complete URI
of the last item selected within the Explorer. This allows the
user to both check the provenance of an item selected, and
copy and save it if necessary. The URI Bar may also be
used to add certain parts of the Semantic Web to the
browser, as a new root node on the interface. This can be
achieved by pasting a URI into the URI Bar and pressing
‘Add to Outliner’, where Outliner is the name used for the
explorer.

For example, a user might expand a ‘developer team’ node
to see all of its attributes, such as its office location and its
developers, and expand the details of one team member,
and highlight: the name, date of birth, current living
location and picture. Pressing ‘Find All’ will find these
details for all the members of the team and pass them to the
analysis features, described below. If, however, there is a
team manager with these same details, he will also be
found, as the user did not highlight ‘developer’ as a
constraint. The user may add this constraint and select ‘Find
All’ to pass the new findings to the analysis modules, as a
new result set. Further, the user may decide that they want
to see the whole team, regardless if they are missing either
their date of birth, or home town, and may mark them as
optional with the radio button seen within the green
highlight.

The penultimate feature to identify in the Tabulator is the
RDF Popup button (9). This allows the user to view the
original source data, in the RDF format 3, of something
found in the explorer. The final feature of the Tabulator to
identify is that any item found in the analysis modules may
be loaded as a new starting node in the explorer, by double
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clicking on it (10). So in the team member example, the
user may wish to start exploring again from one particular
member, or one particular location or date.
Step 3: For each tactic, count the Moves required

The final step of applying the framework requires the
evaluator to count how many actions it takes for a user to
carry out each known tactic, if the tactic is achievable with
that feature. As it is not possible here to a) define each of
the 32 tactics, as defined by Bates [1], b) explain how they
can be carried out with each of the 9 interface features, we
instead first define what constitutes an ‘Move’ and then
give 5 examples of how many actions are required to
achieve certain tactics with particular features.
Moves, as according to Bates [1], are segmented mental or
physical actions. Familiar examples in keyword search
would be: choosing a search term (mental), entering a
search term (physical), pressing search (physical), scanning
results (mental), choosing a result (mental), and opening it
(physical). In the simple way just demonstrated, we seek to
count the moves required to achieve each tactic with each
of the 9 interface features. Repeated and circumstantial
moves, such as scrolling, are not counted, as we cannot
guarantee that they will be needed [18].
SPECIFY with the Explorer: 2 moves. Perhaps the most
simple tactic-feature combination is to specify an
information need with the explorer. In the simplest
scenario, with circumstantial conditions such as appropriate
starting point and a single constraint, only two moves are
required: choose an attribute to expand (mental), and
expand it (physical).

view the information popup (mental), recount their
intentions (mental), and compare the two (mental).
RECORD with the ‘Find All’ button: 2 moves. Uniquely in
the interface, the ‘Find All’ feature servers only one tactic:
to record ones search for future reference. When the user
presses the ‘Find All’ button, any matching results are
stored as a result set that can be used by any of the analysis
modules. It does not, itself, display any results, or allow the
user to affect their search in anyway. Simply, the moves
required are: identify the location of the ‘Find All’ button
(mental) and press it (physical).
ANALYSING THE FRAMEWORKS RESULTS

We now present the analysis of the Tabulator, using the rich
analyses produced by the inspection method, to a)
demonstrate how the analyses can be used, and b) also
present usability findings of an interface that has otherwise
not been evaluated.
Graph 1: Interface Parts

Graph 1, shown in Figure 2, conveys the level of support
during search that is being provided by each of the features
in the interface, as defined in Step 2. This Graph alone both
confirms some expectations and reveals some interesting
insights. First, it is not surprising, perhaps, that the Outliner,
or explorer, provides the broadest amount of support for
search, compared to all the other features within the
Tabulator. Second, it is probably not surprising that the
different visualizations at the bottom of the interface make
up the subsequently tall bars within the graph, as these
provide the means to analyze the results further.

CHECK with the Explorer: 3 moves. The CHECK tactic
refers to be the user correlating their current search status
against their original goal. The user is able to check that
their search is still on a productive path with three moves:
review their selections in the explorer (characterized by
green highlights or expanded lists), recount their intentions,
compare the two. In this case, as a visualization of the users
previous selections is produced as they explore, no physical
moves are required to carry out this monitoring tactic, only
the identification of two comparable items, and their
comparison.
CHECK with the Table View: 3 moves. Like with the
explorer, the user is able to CHECK their current state
against their search goal with the Table view in 3 moves.
The attributes selected to produce the result sets are clearly
listed as table headers, and so the user can: view the table
headers, recount their intention, and compare the two.
Again, these are all mental.
CHECK with the Map View: 5 moves. Unlike the Table
View and Explorer, a physical action is required before the
user can check the direction of their search. As the user can
only see the attributes of the result set in the information
popup of a selected item on the map, the user is required to:
choose an item on the map (mental), select it (physical),

Figure 2: Graph 1 showing the support for search provided by
each feature of the Tabulator.

One perhaps surprising result is that, while the table view
may provide the most often used representation for
analysis, the map, calendar, and timeline views more
broadly support search. This prompts the question, which
has probably not been asked as of yet: what about their
design is different to the table view? Consulting the input
table (Table 1) in more detail reveals that compared to the
table view, the other views are interactive. With the map,
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Figure 3: Graph 2 showing the support provided for each search tactic by the Tabulator.

Figure 4: Graph 2, combined with results from a previous analysis of mSpace [18].

for example, the user is able to zoom in on specific groups
of results, thus reducing the number of results found. There
is currently no means within the table view to manipulate
the results and so the subsequent question is, therefore, how
could the table view be altered to permit further
investigation.

identify certain tactics where the Tabulator poorly supports
users during search. From first glance, it appears that the
Tabulator provides quite a broad range of tactics, but
comparison with results from another study [18], shown in
Figure 4, shows that it actually has fairly low scores across
the board. The purpose of Figure 4 is not to compare the
two browsers, as they have different aims, but to
demonstrate that equal support for many tactics is different
from supporting them all well.

Another perhaps surprising result is the support for search
provided by the URI bar that is persistent at the top of the
screen. Investigating the input table, shown in Table 1,
reveals that, as this persistently shows the URI of the last
item clicked on, that it can be used for a number of
monitoring tactics. As it can also be used as an input to
control the main explorer, the URI Bar can also be used for
tactics such as expanding, narrowing, and restarting ones
search.

From Figure 3, we can see that there are two tactics that are
entirely unsupported; although results from other papers
show that these are often the hardest to support.
CONTRARY, for example, is to find the opposite of
something, which is inherently different from showing
everything but something (BLOCK). While TRACE,
consulting results to find new search constraints, is often
well supported, the tabulator supports this better than
actually defining or altering ones search constraints.
Consulting the input table reveals that this is due to the
many ways of visualizing results, but that the only way to
specify ones searches is through the single explorer
interface.

Finally, although it appears only to serve as a means to fill
the analysis views below, the ‘Find All’ button, in of itself,
supports the tactic of recording ones search. If it merely
populated the views, rather than creating query objects that
can be compared or combined, then it would support any
particular tactic at all.
Graph 2: Search Tactics

One key tactic is to SPECIFY ones constraints, and we can
see that it has much more support, compared to some other
tactics relating to refining search constraints. This supports
the opinion held by many that the Tabulator can be hard for

Graph 2, shown in Figure 3, conveys the opposing view to
Graph 1, by representing the amount of support available
for each search tactic. With Graph 2, therefore, we can
7

a user to specify what they would like to find with the
Tabulator interface.
It is also clear in the graph, that the first half of the term
tactics receive much more support than those in the latter
half. This is shows that it is easier to expand and narrow
upon ones search than it is to specify variations within
them. That is, a user is restricted to either specifying a
specific value of a particular attribute, or that they would
like any value of a particular attribute. It is difficult using
the specify-then-analyze model of the Tabulator to explore
variations in either phase, as the results of a user’s actions
are so distantly removed from the actions themselves.

information objects. This is perhaps not surprising for a
browser of the data-web, which promotes exploration of
inter-object associations.

Graph 3: User Types

Graph 3 is designed to convey how different types of users
are supported. The 16 user types are made up of four
dimensions of two options, as displayed in Table 2. Like the
pattern created by the pairs of options in the table, Graph 3,
shown in Figure 5 also has patterns. Further descriptions of
these dimensions can be found in previous work [17] and
from the originally published model [2].

Figure 5: Graph 3 showing the support of 16 different user
types, where peaks represent better support.

Method of Search. The first and the second half of the
graph, for example, are almost identical, indicating that the
Tabulator is just as supportive for people who are scanning
or searching, where the latter is characterized by searching
for a known item. The second half of the graph is slightly
higher, representing slightly better support for those who
are searching.
Goal of Search. There is also a clear pattern across the
different quarters of the graph, where the odd quarters are
noticeably higher than the even quarters. Unlike many
browsers, this means that users who are intending to learn
more generally about a topic are better supported than those
who are specifically aiming to retrieve a certain piece of
information.
Mode of Search. The most prominent difference seen is
between the odd and even eighths of the graph. This drop
indicates that it is significantly harder to use for people who
can specify exactly what they need, than it is for people
who are likely to recognize the information they need when
they see it. This emphasizes one of the results shown in
Graph 2 and matches the opinion held by many that it is
actually hard to use the Tabulator to find specific
information, and that users are almost entirely dependant on
what is presented to them as they explore. Ultimately, the
user is required to begin at varying starting points, and to
seek the information they can only navigate through links
and associations. Most existing web browsers provide
keyword search paradigms to search for and jump directly
to the information they need, and allow navigation from
there.
Resource Being Sought. The final pattern seen is between
the odd and even sixteenths of the graph, which are slightly
higher for the latter part of each pair. This indicates that it is
slightly easier to find metadata than it is to find particular

Table 2: 16 user types defined by dimension [2].
DISCUSSION

In the following discussion, we first interpret the analysis
performed on the Tabulator to produce some design
recommendations. As the paper is focused primarily on
how to apply the framework, we provide some key design
recommendations, and then a) discuss how the framework
can be used to support redesign, b) provide additional
advice and guidelines for when applying the framework,
and c) present our future directions for strengthening the
framework.
Design Recommendations

Given the findings identified by systematically applying the
inspection-based evaluation framework, the challenge
remains to consider ways of potentially improving the
Tabulator. Uniquely, the same methods that have identified
problematic aspects of the Tabulator browser also provide
clear direction and design requirements for future redesign.
We know, first of all, that one of the key areas of focus
should be in improving the users ability to Specify what
they are looking for. This focus is further supported by the
inherent difficulty experienced by those who are trying to
retrieve specific information (Select).
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Graph 3 is created from Graph 2, using a mapping that
approximates the needs of each type of user to the tactics
they may primarily need to apply. This mapping was
validated in detail in previous work [18], where the tactics
associated with each user type are clearly listed. Using this
mapping, we can see explicitly the individual tactics that
require better support. Primarily, these poorly supported
tactics include: SPECIFY, FIX, REARRANGE and
PARRALLEL. Each of these equate to the users ability to
determine and vary their requirements easily. Currently, the
primary method of expressing search constraints with the
tabulator is through navigating within the explorer, which
provides very little means for the user to quickly vary their
constraints, as they must re-navigate to do so.
Consequently, we recommend that the tabulator explore
alternatives to navigation, as opposed to alternative
navigation methods.

interface, like, for example, when the interface is new and
has been designed by a different party.
While striving to record accurate sets of moves, internal
consistency is also important, as different interfaces, or
even different interface features, become less comparable if
evaluator decisions vary over time. Practice, and pilot
applications can help establish internal consistency, and
statistical methods such as Cohen’s Kappa, or Fleiss’
Kappa can be used to assess the inter-rater reliability of
multiple judges if splitting up analyses, as opposed to
jointly discussing them necessary. In the simplest instance,
re-checking a small number of early data entries, after
completing an analysis, can help improve the reliability of
that particular evaluation.
Future Work

While we are not working directly on the Tabulator, we are
still extending and improving upon the power and
demonstrated accuracy of the framework. Currently, our
focus is on assessing the complexity that can be created by
adding more interface features to a design. While the
current framework focuses on improving the breadth of
support given to searchers, the method proposed in [19] is
to assess the cognitive load, or information overload,
imposed on users through by the combination of features
available. Combined with the existing framework described
above, this allows evaluators to make trade-off decisions, if
necessary, between enriching functionality and reducing
interface complexity.

One of the clearest design recommendations produced by
the comparison of interface features, is that the Table view
could be easily extended to be interactive, perhaps allowing
users to filter, reorder, or remove columns. While many
more design recommendations could be extracted from the
graphs, we now return to discuss how the framework can
continue to be involved in the redesign of a system after
evaluation.
When Considering New Design Ideas

While reviewing the findings can provide both clear design
recommendations and general areas for improvement, one
key challenge for designers is in knowing that any changes
will solve them. Another advantage of this framework,
however, is that because paper prototypes can be just as
easily evaluated as implemented systems, speculative redesigns can included within the already performed
evaluation. For example, an evaluator could duplicate Table
1 and insert it into the spreadsheet as a second interface.
With even a paper prototype of an additional feature, or a
refinement such as an interactive table view, the user can
enter the new or refined data into the duplicate table, and
quickly compare the old and new designs within the same
three graphs. If two potential changes are being considered,
then they could both be added to duplicate tables, and both
added to another duplicate table, to see what their
individual and combined interactions will add to the breadth
of support for users.

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper was to provide a clear practitioners
guide, by example, on how to apply this inspection-based
evaluation framework when designing future search
interfaces. The framework simultaneously allows evaluators
to assess existing interfaces, to understand what gives them
their strengths, and new potential designs. The framework
is flexible and, quite importantly, can be applied to early
designs and paper prototypes, to understand how they will
support users during search. The systematic inspectionbased evaluation framework has been recently validated
against large-scale user studies, to show that it a) produces
the same results, b) explains, through the three analyses,
what caused them to appear, and c) can be applied in much
less time than it takes to carry out a user study. Although
we are not advocating that user studies are replaced by early
evaluation methods, it is good practice to review designs
carefully before they are subjected to expensive user studies
are performed. Our own findings have identified a clear
example of when, and why, a large user study found no
significant differences between the search interfaces in
question [18]. Further, the example showed where the
browsers did differ, and may have helped to design an
appropriate evaluation to highlight their differences.

Further Advice

As with all inspection-based evaluation techniques, the
decisions, and consequently the data entered, are subject to
some interpretation, especially when estimating mental user
actions. This subjectivity is inherent in inspection methods,
however, as the evaluators are estimating user behavior,
rather than to recording it. Consequently, we recommend,
as with Cognitive Walkthroughs, that judgments are made
and discussed by multiple evaluators. This is especially
important when evaluators are less familiar with an

In demonstrating the application of the framework, we have
also presented a detailed evaluation of the Tabulator
browser. Designed to support search of the Semantic Web,
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the authors of the Tabulator published clearly that it has,
until this time, not been assessed for usability problems.
The results produced here a) confirm the opinion held by
many that, although highly functional, it can be hard to use,
b) identify what aspects of the design have caused these
problems, and c) presents design recommendations and
guidelines to improve the browser.
Finally, to complement this practitioner’s guide, by detailed
example application of the method, we have also published
supporting materials online4. First, a template spreadsheet is
available that has a) three empty templates, b) 3 preprepared graphs, and c) instructions for entering the tables
and personalizing the graphs. Second, reference material is
provided that includes a) definitions of the 32 tactics, b)
definitions of the user-type dimensions, and c) the mapping
between tactics and user types to be used when designing
improvements for under-supported searchers. Finally, the
spreadsheet used during the analysis presented above is also
available as a reference example.
In conclusion, we have presented a practitioners guide, by
providing a detailed example, on how to apply a recent
inspection-based evaluation framework that has been
specifically designed to evaluate the support for search
provided by information seeking interfaces. In doing so, we
have also systematically analyzed a new information
seeking browser: the Tabulator, and provided specific
design recommendations for improving it. The evaluation
framework has been previously validated, but its strength
lies in four main areas: 1) it can be applied to both
established systems and low-level prototypes; 2) it can be
applied to multiple search interfaces, regardless of the
datasets shown within them; 3) it has a simple 3 step
application process; and 4) it provides clear analyses that
convey both why a search interface might be unsupportive,
to whom, and how it might be improved.
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